


pretty solid.
Only nature provides individuality without appearing artificial.



There was this lady in Vancouver. She knew 
exactly what she wanted as she sought the floor 
for her new house. It should be genuine wood 
through and through. The colour tone of the 
wood had to be suitable and durable for the
furnishings she had in mind – a real original for 
her and the next two generations! 
The lady found what she was looking for. A solid 
wooden floor in which only one thing was 
unsuitable: the price of floor laying! This story is 
not a fabrication. It even has a happy ending. 
Because it is due to this lady in Canada that 
Manfred Deisl started looking for a solution in 
which everything should actually be just right. 

And he finally succeeded after a long search!
 
He developed solid wooden planks with all the 
advantages of a solid wooden floor, but which 
can be laid like prefabricated parquet flooring. 
And since he is rarely satisfied with something, 
several special features were also added over the 
course of time: extraordinary treatment methods 
such as steaming or boiling the wood, a special 
tongue and groove system, or the unique 
“Orion” – a floor with inlaid Swarovski crystals. 

Today the mostly handmade floors from 
deisl parkettmaufaktur are amongst the finest the 
European parquet scene has to offer. They are 
even delivered to Canada on request!

oNly tHose WHo seeK FiNd tHe reAl tHiNG
_DURABLE
_SUITABLE

_SOLID WOOD

Cottage-style walnut plank, steamed



Cottage-style rustic oak, leached Cottage-style walnut plank, steamed



At deisl parkettmanufaktur we maintain a huge 
warehouse with the most varying woods. But 
none for prefabricated floors – because we 
manufacture every floor individually according 
to the wishes of our customers!
 
Despite individual production, all of our floors 
share certain characteristics. Solid wooden planks 
with a thickness of 15 to 20 mm are featured. 
The effective top layer of 8 mm is far above that of 
conventional prefabricated parquet floors and
ensures a lifespan of at least 3 generations. 
Our special tongue and groove system features 
an unmistakable profile. It enables quick laying 

and most notably optimal bonding among the 
planks. And then there are our unique stabilisers 
on the underside of the floor.

Thanks to our patented system, the planks obtain 
much better properties when laid on top of under-
floor heating systems and with dry indoor climate. 

The types of wood shown here are an extract 
from our product range. Of course, we also offer 
others on request. Our complete product range 
can be seen at www.parkettmanufaktur.com!

EXTRACT FROM OUR PRODUCT RANGE:

01_CHERRY_steamed mixed assortment
02_ACACIA*_steamed natural
03_ASH HEARTWOOD
04_MAPLE*_rustic
05_WALNUT_steamed mixed assortment
06_LARCH*_select white oiled
07_OAK*_natural

08_MAPLE*_natural

09_BEECH*_select

10_BIRCH*_natural

11_PEAR_steamed

* These types of wood are available in the 
   varieties “rustic”, “natural” and “select”.
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eVery Floor AN oriGiNAl
_Floor As reQUested

_solid WoodeN 

FloorBoArds

_3 GeNerAtioNs

_QUiCK lAyiNG



From HANd to HANd – to yoU!
_HiGHest QUAlity

_oWN ColoUr sHAdes

_HiGH stABility

Countless processes by hand characterise the 
manufacturing at deisl parkettmanufaktur. 
This starts with manual stacking of the delivered 
wood in the lumber hall, where the boards dry 
slowly in the air. The longer this takes, the more 
gently the technical drying in the chamber can 
take place later. 

Once the lumber packages are dried they are 
brought to the climate hall, where they are sorted 
according to quality and stored. For the manu-
facture of a specifi c fl oor, the suitable package is 
fi rst subjected to a humidity control, and then 
goes directly to the planing stage.

After planing and profi ling, approx. every 50th 
plan is precisely measured, while the fi tting 
accuracy and angle are checked. If the tolerance 
limit is not exceeded, the closure of cracks with 
a precise colour coordinated cement compound 
follows. Planks with gaps that are too large are 
either shortened or separated.

The actual surface treatment starts on the under-
side of the plank. Here they receive the notches 
for the patented stabilising system. Afterwards, 
the surface is ground, brushed on request and 
usually also oiled. A natural oil of highest quality, 
which dries out in the air, is utilised for this 

purpose. The colour tone of the oil is freely select-
able by the customer and is individually mixed 
from up to six different primary colours, naturally 
without curing accelerator. 

In order to achieve distinct colour shades and to 
take the tension out of the wood, types of wood 
with ample tanning agent can also be steamed. 
This method fundamentally alters the character of 
the plank and originally stems from the custom 
of traditional handcraft.



Nordic plank, non-steamed walnut Nordic plank, teak



The search for materials which would enter into a 
new, exciting symbiosis with wood kept us busy for 
a long time. The most varying combinations were 
tried, but no result met our high expectations ... 
But one evening while enjoying a good glass of 
wine under a clear, starry sky, a “loud thought” 
pierced the silence:
 
“The clarity and brilliance of this sky had to be 
reflected in solid planks!” But how?

Countless ideas were concocted and discarded 
again. The igniting spark was not to be found. 
Then this butterfly – which was fluttering around 

in front of the window and seemed to be 
magically attracted by an object – caught our 
attention the next morning. And there was the 
decantation stick that we had forgotten to put 
away the previous evening. It was a crystalline 
decantation stick designed by Swarovski! The rest 
is history. Discussions with Swarovski followed, 
and finally there was an agreement to inlay 
original crystals from Swarovski into solid 
wooden planks from deisl parkettmanufaktur.

ORION crystal flooring was born!

WHile eNJoyiNG A Good GlAss oF WiNe UNder tHe stArs
_oriGiNAl 

sWAroVsKi CrystAls
_stArry sKy

For our latest creation we utilise only original 
crystals designed by Swarovski.  
 
The diameter of the crystals can be 14, 20 or 30 
millimetres. The high-quality crystals can be 
combined with all types of wood from our product 
range. It is possible to arrange the crystals in a 
personalised form (logos or letterings) on request.

Cross-section of plank with Swarovski crystals

orioN CrystAl FlooriNG
_iNdiVidUAlly lAyABle
_sWAroVsKi CrystAls

_diVerse siZes 



Wood is alive, also as parquet flooring! Every 
change of the relative humidity in a room also 
leads to changes of the volume. The consequences 
are stresses in the cross-section of the boards. 
Gaps slowly emerge. Tiny gaps primarily emerging 
in the heating period are actually unavoidable. 
They are among the characteristic features of 
a natural floor. But in order to avoid the actual 
formation of annoying gaps we have developed 
an effective and unique remedy: 
the patented stabilising system from 
deisl parkettmanufaktur. 

ALL PLANK FORMATS 
CAN BE COMBINED 
WITH EACH OTHER 

OF THE SAME
THICKNESS

It consists of up to eleven fibreglass-reinforced 
plastic slats which are milled into and glued onto 
the underside of the planks, across the grain! 
The slats possess the six-fold tensile strength of 
steel. The combination of this extreme tensile 
strength and the utilisation of organic PU 
adhesive for gluing in the stabilisers ensures a 
simply unique stability. 
 
The quietness of the floor is noticeable. It is among 
the most important reasons why many people insist 
on an original from deisl parkettmanufaktur.

A liFe oN stABle GroUNd
_QUietNess 

oF tHe Floor
_NAtUrAl

_UNiQUe stABility

Cottage-style plank, antique oak Cottage-style plank, antique oak

plANK FormAts & sUrFACes
SURFACES:

 • hand-scrubbed

 • rougth/sanded

 • oiled (40 colors)

 • brushed

 • deep brushed

 • leached

LENGHT: 360-3000 mm (up to 7000 mm possible)

WIDTH: 40-350 mm

THICKNESS: 14-25 mm

TOP LAYER: 8 mm



It is best to have your precious fl oor laid by a 
specialist. This not only saves effort, but also 
ensures the desired quality. The following laying 
options are possible:

_Floating laying, glued in tongue and groove style
A moisture barrier and an underlay felt should be 
inserted between the screed and parquet. Floating 
laying requires the utilisation of stabilisers.

_Gluing directly onto the screed 
No underlay is required here. The screed’s pre-
scribed residual moisture may not be exceeded!

_Screwing with screwing shims from 
deisl parkettmanufaktur
A wooden substructure is necessary for this purpose.

_Underfl oor heating
Laying fl ooring on underfl oor heating systems 
is possible as a matter of principle. It is advisable 
to work with stabilisers for this purpose. But the 
parquet has to be completely glued. The screed’s 
prescribed residual moisture may also not be
exceeded here!

it depeNds oN tHe CorreCt lAyiNG
_lAyiNG tHroUGH 

A speCiAlist
_FloAtiNG

_direCt GlUiNG
_sCreWiNG

MANFRED DEISL GMBH
selzthalerstr. 37
A-8940 liezen

tel.: +43/3612/22 310 -0
FAX: +43/3612/22 310 -4

OPENING HOURS
monday - Friday  07:00 - 12:00
   13:00 - 17:00

open saturday by arrangement.
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SHOWROOM WIEN
spittelauer lände 7, 
A-1090 Wien/eG top1

for an arrangement please call: 
+43/3612/22 310 -0
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